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Iromakuanhe Character Template

Iromakuanhe Character is a player character played by YOU.

Iromakuanhe Character

Or

Species & Gender: Iromakuanhe Female/Male
Cuture: Hlaraian, Curdatl, Eyr Ranr, Sund Wakir, or Ivuori.

Year of Birth: AR (Current AR is 942)/YE (Current YE is 39)
Organization: (Organization of the Iromakuanhe, such as Solan Starworks or Astral Vanguard)
Occupation: (Occupation such as scientist of Frame Runner

Rank: (Rank such as Vaybalri or Senbalri if in the Astral Vanguard)
Current Placement: (Plot this character is involved in)

Preferred Plots

Physical Description

Describe your character here. Please include the following: height, body type, skin color, eye color, ear
type, hair color, hair style, and anything notable about their horns. If you want to do even better, you can
add your character's mass, eye shape, facial description, distinguishing features like tattoos, facial hair,
body hair, your character's scent and the sound of their voice.
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Please refer to the physical traits and features charts on the culture pages.

Personality

The personality section is a place to put everything that makes your character happy, sad, upset, etc.
What are there relationships with others? What are their goals, dislikes, and likes?

History

Iromakuanhe Character was born in AR (Current AR is 942) on the planet of Mazerin, Hlarai, or
Maekardan in the Iruotl System of the Astral Cluster.

Use this area to go into great depth describing the history of your Iromakuanhe character.

Skills Learned

Iromakuanhe Character has the following notable skills:

Astral Vanguard Essential Skills
Iromakuanhe sports
Jarin Wyrm riding.
Drinking Mazrit Brandy.

Social Connections

CHARACTER name is connected to:

A'ru NAME (Father)
Aila NAME (Mother)
A'Nu NAME (Brother)
Aashi Nath Werner (Friend)

Inventory & Finance

Iromakuanhe Character has the Astral Vanguard Standard Issue (If in the Astral VAnguard).

Iromakuanhe Character currently has 13000 KD.
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OOC Information

In the case YOUR NAME HERE becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

CODE

====== Iromakuanhe Character Template======
Iromakuanhe Character is a [[guide:characters|player character]] played by
YOU.

^  Iromakuanhe Character  ^^
|  {{ :characters:random_iromakuanhe_female.png?205 }} ||
|  Or  ||
|  {{ :characters:random_iromkuanhe_male.png?100 |}}  ||
^  Species & Gender:  |  [[species:iromakuanhe]] Female/Male  |
^  Cuture:  |  [[faction:iromakuanhe:hlaraian|]],
[[faction:iromakuanhe:curdatl|]], [[faction:iromakuanhe:eyr_ranr|]],
[[faction:iromakuanhe:sund_wakir]], or [[faction:iromakuanhe:ivuori|]].  |
^  Year of Birth:  |  [[faction:iromakuanhe:calendar|AR]] (Current AR is
942)/[[faction:yamatai:calendar|YE]] (Current YE is 39)  |
^  Organization:  |  (Organization of the Iromakuanhe, such as
[[faction:iromakuanhe:solan_starworks|]] or
[[faction:iromakuanhe:astral_vanguard|]]) |
^  Occupation:  |  (Occupation such as scientist of
[[faction:iromakuanhe:astral_vanguard_occupations#frame_runner|Frame Runner]]
|
^  Rank:  |  (Rank such as [[faction:iromakuanhe:vaybalri|]] or
[[faction:iromakuanhe:senbalri|]] if in the Astral Vanguard)  |
^  Current Placement:  |  (Plot this character is involved in)  |

===Preferred Plots===
  -
  -
  -

===== Physical Description =====
Describe your character here. Please include the following: height, body type,
skin color, eye color, ear type, hair color, hair style, and anything notable
about their horns. If you want to do even better, you can add your character's
mass, eye shape, facial description, distinguishing features like tattoos,
facial hair, body hair, your character's scent and the sound of their voice.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:adoption
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Please refer to the physical traits and features charts on the culture pages.

===== Personality =====
The personality section is a place to put everything that makes your character
happy, sad, upset, etc. What are there relationships with others? What are
their goals, dislikes, and likes?

===== History =====
Iromakuanhe Character was born in [[faction:iromakuanhe:calendar|AR]] (Current
AR is 942) on the planet of [[planet:mazerin]], [[planet:hlarai]], or
[[planet:maekardan]] in the [[system:iruotl]] of the
[[guide:map:astral_cluster]].

Use this area to go into great depth describing the history of your
Iromakuanhe character.

==== Skills Learned ====
Iromakuanhe Character has the following notable skills:

  * [[faction:iromakuanhe:astral_vanguard_occupations#essential_skills|Astral
Vanguard Essential Skills]]
  * [[faction:iromakuanhe:culture#sports|Iromakuanhe sports]]
  * [[faction:iromakuanhe:domesticated_fauna#jarin_wyrms|Jarin Wyrm]] riding.
  * Drinking [[faction:iromakuanhe:mazrit_brandy]].

===== Social Connections =====
CHARACTER name is connected to:

  * A'ru NAME (Father)
  * Aila NAME (Mother)
  * A'Nu NAME (Brother)
  * [[characters:aashi_nath]] (Friend)

===== Inventory & Finance =====
Iromakuanhe Character has the
[[faction:iromakuanhe:astral_vanguard_standard_issue]] (If in the Astral
VAnguard).

Iromakuanhe Character currently has 13000 [[faction:iromakuanhe:currency|KD]].

===== OOC Information =====
In the case YOUR NAME HERE becomes inactive:

  * Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
  * Can this character be [[guide:Adoption|adopted]] after I've been gone for
a year? YES
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